










Fig.	Robustness:	 (a)	FF	Motifs,	 (b)	Network	Efficiency,	 (c)	Number of Paths
























§ Motif	abundance - Robustness	!
§ Low	graph	density – Energy-efficiency	!					
Fig.	Motifs:	(a)	Feed	forward	loop	(FFL)	– Acyclic	triangles	(b)	Feed	back	loop	(FBL)	–
Cyclic	triangles,	and	Yeast	GRN:	(c)	Scale-free	out-degree	distribution
Table: Comparison	between	Yeast	GRN	and	Erdös	- Rényi Random	Graph























































If	yik =	1		(i.e.,	vi ->	vk)	and	xij =	
1,	 there	must	exist	a	neighbor	








Graph Nodes Edges Density Diameter Motif Centrality
GRN (Yeast) 4441 12873 0.00065 6 4115

























































































































Ø Proposed	an	energy-efficient yet	robust DRN	topology,	termed	
bio-DRN,	inspired	from	a	biological	network	of	living	organisms.
Ø Formulated	an	ILP	optimization	problem	and	showed	that	it	is	NP-
complete	by	reducing	it	to	K-CLIQUE	problem.
Ø Proposed	a	novel	two-step	mapping	algorithm	for	the	construction	
of	bio-DRN	topology.
Ø Performance	evaluations	showed	that	the	bio-DRN	achieves	both	
energy	efficiency	and	robustness	against	component	failures. Acknowledgement:	This	work	is	partially	supported	by	NATO	grant	G4936	““Hybrid	Sensor	Network	for	Emergency	Critical	Scenarios”.
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